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Paper Folders

Features

• Automatically senses paper size and sets fold plate accordingly
• Handles high gloss paper and static-charged stock from digital printers. Will not mark
or scratch delicate glossy/coated stocks
• Automatic set-up of the fold plate position uses six popular standard fold formats
• Fold positions and delivery-stacking roller automatically move to the
correct position
• Six customer programmable memory positions to customize the fold
• Each job is neatly stacked along the belt-driven exit conveyor
• The batch counter creates an interval between grouped sets
• Optional: Perforation, scoring blades, exit belt driven stacker
The Docufold features the easiest set-up of any suction feed paper folder available.
All 6 preset fold patterns are calibrated automatically, as the length guide is set into
position. Crisp sharp folds are made automatically for any length sheet up to 17” long.
Perforating and scoring is accomplished by removing the lower fold guide and
inserting the perforting/scoring unit that comes as standard equipment.

DocuFold
Automatic
Suction-Feed Folder

Features

352S
Air-feed
Paper
Folder

• Air suction feed system, suitable for coated stocks
• Variable speed control
• Powered exit conveyor
• Bottom-feed, top-loading design for continuous reloading and dependable
sheet separation
• Polyurethane foam rollers eliminate the need for fold roller pressure settings
• Turbine blower fully enclosed for quiet operation
• Heavy-duty, non-flexing side frames
• Mobile, on casters
• Sheet capacity: 450 (may vary with paper weight and power supply)
The 352S folder features blazing speed, laser-sharp accuracy and a variety of options.
Speeds of up to 30,000 sheets per hour. Options include an extended delivery system,
cross-fold for right-angle folding plus slitting, scoring and perforating attachments.

Features

• Sheet separation by friction from top of fanned stack
• Large, long-lasting composition rollers automatically compensate
for varied weights and thicknessess of stock
• Superior multi-roller feeding system handles a wide variety of paper,
including carbonless sheets
• Adjust in seconds for 8 standard and non-standard folds
• Slitting, perforating and scoring attachments are available
• Crossfold for right angle folding and extended delivery options available
Known for superior ease of operation, the 352F folding machine accurately folds up to 22,000 sheets
per hour, more than 8 different ways. Heavy-duty, non-flexing side frames are equipped with needle
bearings for production work where accuracy and dependability are important.
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Features

• Folds, scores, slits and perforates separately or simultaneously
• Paper Weight Range: 16 lb bond to 70 lb bristol
• Maximum Sheet Size: 14” x 18” Minimum sheet size 3” x 3 1/4”
• Feed Speed: Variable up to 18,000 sheets per hour
• Fold Types: Single, letter, accordian double-parallel, french, baronial
and more

959AF
Air-feed Folder

This high-output air-feed folding machine folds coated/gloss and twosided documents without smearing or slipping. Automatically feeds,
folds and collects a stack of documents with the additional option of
slitting, scoring or perforating. Bottom feed option allows continuous
reloading of documents without stopping the machine. Vacuum and air
flow can be adjusted to suit virtually any feeding condition and the
959AF’s variable speed control allows custom tailoring of the feed speed.

Features

• Variable speed up to 18,000 sheets per hour
• Simple adjustments for folding 8 1/2”x11”, 8 1/2”x14” and 11”x17”
documents
• Handles other sheet sizes from 3 1/2”x3 1/2” to 14”x20” and
paper weights from 9 lb. onion skin to 110lb index. Adjustable
within a fold range of 1 3/4” to 13” on the 1st and 2nd fold to
allow for customized folds
• Creates several different fold types: letter, half, z-fold, double parallel,
right-angle and baronial. Machine includes one perforating wheel and
2 scoring wheels

959
Heavy Duty
Folder

A heavy-duty, high-output machine. This folder is a jack of all trades; it can
feed, fold, collect, slit, score and even perforate documents. The bottom feed allows
for continuous reload of documents without stopping the machine.

PF-P330
Automatic
Air-feed
Folder

Features

• Folds up to 14,400 sheets per hour
• 4 preset sheet sizes and 10 preset fold patterns
• Manual fold plate adjustment with power-assist function
• Digital 4 digi counter (ascending and preset counter)
• Paper jam detection
• Test fold button
This paper folder combines the simplicity of push-button set up with reliable
mark-free suction feed in a table-top unit. Its ease of use and quiet operation
make it a must for any office or print environment that is folding a variety of
stocks that are printed both by traditional offset and digital printers. The
patented suction-feed system adds to its strength as a work horse that is
simple to operate even with lightweight and statically charged sheets. It is
ideal for virtually any organization including copy centers, in-plants,
businesses, quick printers, universities, churches and more.
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Electronic
Paper Folder

Paper Folders

Features

• Variable speed ranges from 3,000 to 15,000 sheets per hour
• Handles sheet sizes from 2.5”x5.2” to 12”x18”
• Feed table capacity can hold up to 500 sheets of 81/2”x11”, 20 lb. bond
• High memory capacity with 7 preset and 10 custom folds
• Fully enclosed fold tables (quieter operation and improved operator safety)
• Will accept stapled sets up to 4 pages of 20 lb. bond
• 7 pre-programmed fold types: letter, z-fold, half, double-parallel, gate,
engineering (AKA short z-fold) and church fold
The 2051 SmartFold™ does virtually everything for you. It is ideal for churches,
quick printers and other organizations that need to switch between different
folding styles on a regular basis. Plus the extra large feed rollers and heavy duty
construction of the Smartfold 2051 allow it to be used with heavy duty stocks as
thick as 110lb index and with semi-glossy stocks (at slower speeds).

Features

• Handles paper weight from 18 lb. bond to 90 lb. index
• Variable speed ranges from 5,000 to 12,000 sheets per hour
• Folds sheet sizes from 2.5”x5.2” to 12”x18”
• Feed table capacity can hold up to 500 sheets of 8 1/2”x11”, 20 lb. bond
• Capable of feeding a wide range of paper weights WITHOUT having to
adjust the feed system - saving time between fold jobs
• Multi-sheet bypass will accept stapled sets up to 4 sheets of 20 lb. bond

1812
Variable
Speed
Autofolder

The Martin Yale 1812 Variable Speed AutoFolder is perfect for mid-range jobs
where a larger folder is unnecessary and a smaller paper folder won’t get the
job done. It performs seven different fold types: letter, z-fold, half, double-parallel,
gate, engineering (AKA short z-fold) and church fold. The fully enclosed manually
adjusted fold tables provide for improved operator safety and quieter operation.
The 1812 AutoFolder makes paper folding easy for medium sized offices, schools,
government, churches, companies sending out newsletters and more.

DF-920
Automatic
Paper
Folder

Features

• Sound absorbers ensure quiet operation
• Automatic setting for 6 popular folds with electronic fine adjustments
• “Cross folding” for right angle folds
• Easy-to-read control panel
• Automatic jam detector immediately stops operation
• Stacker rollers automatically adjust to paper size and fold type
• Folds up to 280 sheets per minute
The DF-920 is the fastest, most easy to use tabletop folder for all applications
demanding speed and precision folding. The patented feed system ensures
reliable feeding and accurate folds for a wide range of popular paper sizes,
weights and stocks. No manual adjustments are needed, as the DF-920
recognizes 5 popular paper sizes - letter, legal, ledger, 1/2 letter and 1/2 legal.
When powering back on, the DF-920 automatically recalls the last job. It also
has six popular pre-programmed folds and a mulititude of custom folds.
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407A Automatic Programmable
Tabletop Folder

Features
• Folds 11,520 sheets of paper per hour
• Automatically senses and displays paper size
• Self-setting exit rollers ensure smooth ejection of
folded paper
• Includes a LED 4 digit counter with batch and total
functions on the control panel
• 3 roller friction feed system
• Rugged, heavy-duty steel construction
• Auxiliary paper guide for cross folding
The 407A Paper Folder is an easy to use friction feed folder. It is
ideally suited for offices with a variety of folding tasks to complete.
It comes with 6 preprogrammed standard folds and allows for an
additional 27 custom defined folds to be programmed into the
memory. The control panel has an LED display, batch counter and
test function. The 407A automatically senses variation in paper
stocks and is capable of performing cross folds.

Features

• Folds up to 11,520 sheets of paper per hour
• Pressing the test button folds 2 sheets of paper for inspection
• All metal, heavy duty steel construction
• Includes a LED 4 digit counter with batch and total functions
on the control panel
• Features a quick-release roller system for easy maintenance
• Single sheet feeding is automatically maintained for varying
weights of paper
• Display alert and audible signal in case of incorrect operation
The 307A Paper Folder is preprogrammed with 6 popular
folds and can store an additional 18 folds in its memory. Its
single sheet feeding is automatically maintained for varying
weights of paper. The 3-roller friction feed provides precise folds
every time. It has a quick release roller system for fast and easy
maintenance. It features fully enclosed fold tables for quiet
operation. It also has an optional perforator and scorer
and comes UL certified.
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Features

• Paper Weight: 16 lb. to 80 lb. bond
• Preset sheet sizes and 3 speed modes
• Push button controls and LED indicator
• 6 Fold Types: single, short, parallel, letter, accordion
and gate
• Integrated exit conveyor
• User friendly access to fold plates
• Energy save mode

The PF-P3100 Desktop Paper Folder is a great
solution to fast, easy folding on a tight budget.
Perfect for churches, schools and quick printers,
this machine offers 6 standard fold formats to
choose from and can fold up to 240 sheets per
minute. With its simple dial-up operation, builtin conveyor and innovative design, this
folder is the economical solution to any
operation’s folding requirements.

PF-P3100
Desktop
Paper Folder
Features
• Sets up easily for standard and non-standard folds
• All metal construction for better durability
• Test button to fold 2 sheets for inspection
• Displays an alert and provides an audible signal in case of error
• Exit tray is longer for neat stacking of folded sheets
• Paper can be loaded and unloaded from one side
The 207M is ideal for schools, churches, offices and print shops
at its affordable price. It has a digital control panel that includes a
LED readout counter and touch-button function keys. Features
single sheet feeding that is automatically maintained for
different weights of paper. Contains a dependable 3
roller friction feed system. Its rugged, heavy-duty
steel construction means a risk of little to no
damage. It also has an auxiliary paper guide for
cross folding.
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1217A
Autofolder

Paper Folders

Features

• Paper Weight Range: 18-90 lb bond
• Speed: 10,000 (8 1/2”x11”) sheets per hour
• Max. Sheet Size: 11 3/4”x18” and Min. Sheet Size: 3 1/8”x4”
• Construction: Steel frame with molded high impact side covers
The 1217A Autofolder™ is the medium-duty paper folding machine with heavyduty features, like a 3-belt conveyor table with delivery tray and a stacking wheel
assembly and an 11 3/4”x18” maximum sheet capacity. It is the ideal mate for
11”x17” duplicators and it’s easy to set up and operate. Pair it with a Paper Jogger
for an efficient paper handling system.

Features

• Stapled sets of up to 5 sheets can be folded by hand-feeding documents into
the feed table bypass
• Pre-set letter, legal and A-4 with a total of 17 pre-set folds
• Precision paper skew adjustment
• Creates six different folds: letter, half z-fold, double parallel, french and baronial
• Handles sheet sizes from 3 1/2”x5” to 8 3/4”x14”, 16 to 28 lb bond
• Feed table capacity of 150 sheets
The 1701 Autofolder is an easy to use paper folding machine ideal for mailrooms,
associations and offices where efficient high speed folding is important. It operates at a
speed of up to 9,000 8 1/2”x11” sheets per hour and can handle most common paper stocks.

1701
Autofolder

Features

1601
Paper
Folder

• Stapled sets of up to 4 sheets can be folded by hand-feeding documents into the
feedtable bypass
• Precision paper skew adjustment
• Light - Medium Duty Automatic Paper Folder handles 16-28 lb bond
• Conveyor exit table and auto jam detect
The 1601 automatic paper folder is great for mailrooms and offices and is simple to
operate. It can quickly fold a variety of documents and can create up to 5 of the most
common folds such as the letter, half, z-fold, double parallel and french. It operates at
a speed of 9,000 sheets per hour. It holds up to 150 sheets in the paper tray at once.
Improvements in the fold plate settings allow for precise folds and easy adjustments.

Features
• Compact size (feed table folds in for easy storage)
• Performs 4 standard folds and custom folds on paper
sizes up to 8 1/2”x14”
• Functions at a speed of up to 7,200 sheets per hour
This paper folder is perfect if you need something that can be easily stored.
It has color-coded fold plate graphics for quick set-up and a simple, pushbutton operation. It stops automatically when the last sheet is folded and has
a separate feed opening for manual feeding of up to 3 sheets at once.
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